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                                                                 Abstract 
 
The generalized pseudospectral Legendre method is used to carry out accurate calculations 
of eigenvalues of the spherically confined isotropic harmonic oscillator with impenetrable 
boundaries. The energy of the confined state is found to be equal to that of the unconfined 
state when the radius of confinement is suitably chosen as the location of the radial nodes in 
the unconfined state. This incidental degeneracy condition is numerically shown to be valid 
in general. Further, the full set of pairs of confined states defined by the quantum numbers 
[(n+1 , ) ; (n, +2)] ,   n = 1,2,.. , and with the radius of confinement {(2 +3)/2}l l l 1/2 a.u. 
,which represents the single node in the unconfined (1, ) state, is found to display a 
constant energy level separation exactly given by twice the oscillator frequency. The results 
of similar numerical studies on the confined Davidson oscillator with impenetrable 
boundary as well as the confined isotropic harmonic oscillator with finite potential barrier 
are also reported .The significance of the numerical results are discussed . 
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I. Introduction 
 
The idea of a spherically confined atom was invented by Michels et al 1 by enclosing the 
hydrogen atom inside an impenetrable spherical cavity. During the recent years, successful 
laboratory realization of a variety of new experimental systems of specific interest as the 
future nano and molecular electronic circuit devices, including quantum computers , has 
generated  tremendous interest in the development of the idea of quantum mechanical 
confinement . The experimental systems e.g. ,  two and three dimensional graphite cones 
and carbon nanotube rings 2-3 , InGaAs torus shaped nano-rings 4-6  and carbon nanotube 
rings 7-8 present themselves as challenging problems in modern quantum chemistry .In the 
literature dealing with the theoretical studies involving confinement models , both hard and 
soft confining boundaries with a variety of shapes and sizes have been considered 9 .The 
majority of theoretical studies have been  centered around the effect of confinement on 
energy levels of the unconfined system. In particular, it has been observed that the 
degeneracy and relative ordering of energy levels of the unconfined system are both 
influenced significantly under the effect of confining potentials. Considerable theoretical 
efforts have recently been made in performing more accurate computations on simple 
model systems like the hydrogen10 and helium atom11 which could also serve as a 
benchmark for the approximate methods. For all angular momentum values, the exactly 
solvable   problems of the free (unconfined) hydrogen atom (FHA) and the free isotropic 
harmonic oscillator (FIHO), respectively, define the standard text book problems in 
quantum mechanics .Under the conditions of spherical confinement, on the other hand, 
while the spherically confined hydrogen atom (SCHA) has been studied in considerable 
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detail, the spherically confined isotropic harmonic oscillator (SCIHO) remains to be studied 
similarly. The so called accidental degeneracy of the free hydrogen atom (FHA) and the 
free isotropic harmonic oscillator (FIHO), respectively, is generally understood 12-17 in 
terms of the corresponding symmetry groups SO(4) and SU(3) , respectively. The 
accidental degeneracy of these systems is characterized by different sets of parity (even or 
odd  ) conditions. It is interesting to note that the ground state sum of the Shannon 
information entropy 
l
18-19 of the density in the position and momentum space is larger for the 
FHA than the FIHO with the latter representing the minimum Heisenberg uncertainty. It is 
well known that in both cases the accidental degeneracy is broken under the spherical 
confinement conditions. For the SCHA, two kinds of additional degeneracy can be 
defined20-21 both of which result from the specific choices of the radius of confinement Rc 
chosen exactly at the radial nodes corresponding to the FHA wave functions . Firstly ,for all 
n ≥  , the SCHA state denoted by (n, l )  is degenerate with  (n+1, l +2) state when 
both of then are confined at R
2+l
c [= ( +1) ( +2) ] which defines the radial node in the free 
( +1, ) state .Accordingly, the confined state energies [E
l l
l l 2s(Rc=2), E3d(Rc=2)] , 
[E3s(Rc=2), E4d(Rc=2)] ,…; [E3p(Rc=6), E4f(Rc=6)]  , [E4p(Rc=6), E5f(Rc=6)], … are 
degenerate. This kind of degeneracy for the SCHA is referred to as the simultaneous 
degeneracy. Secondly, corresponding to Rc = ( +1) ( l +2) , the confined ( +1, ) state is 
found  to be iso-energic with ( +2) state of the FHA with energy – 1/{2( l +2)
l l l
l 2 } a.u. This 
degeneracy is referred to as the incidental degeneracy .The simultaneous and incidental 
degeneracies have been shown to result from the Gauss relationship applied at a unique 
radius of confinement by the confluent hypergeometric functions which describe the 
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general solutions )(rψ  of confined hydrogen atom problem . For a detailed numerical study 
on this subject we refer to the recent work 22.  
To our knowledge, the numerical study of the incidental degeneracy of the ground state of 
the SCIHO with Rc chosen as the first excited (1,0) state of zero angular momentum 
corresponding to the FIHO alone has been discussed so far in the literature 23-33. In a recent 
proposal on quantum circuits, a universal and deterministic utilization of the confined 
harmonic oscillator states have been proposed 34. In the light of such widespread 
applications it seems highly desirable to examine the level ordering of the SCIHO along the 
lines considered recently 22 for the SCHA.  
The purpose of this paper is twofold : (a) to test ,with appropriate modifications, the ability 
of the generalized pseudospectral (GPS) Legendre method with mapping procedure 
pioneered by Chu and coworkers 35-37 to describe the SCIHO and SCHA systems , and (b) 
to numerically study the characteristic features in the ordering of energy levels of the 
SCIHO when the radius of confinement, Rc , is specifically chosen as that corresponding to 
the location of radial nodes in the FIHO . 
The lay out of this paper is as follows .In section II, we give a brief outline of the GPS 
method used in this work and show specifically how the method can be conveniently 
adapted to handle the spherically confined systems. In section III, we present the results of 
our numerical calculations on the test cases of the SCIHO and SCHA and compare them 
with the most accurate results available in the literature. In the same section, the results of 
more extensive studies on the SCIHO are presented and discussed .Finally, a summary of 
the main conclusions is given in section IV.  
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II.Methodology 
One of us has recently applied the GPS method to study a variety of singular potentials 38 in 
the unconfined state. In this section, we present only a brief outline of the GPS method 
employed to solve the radial eigenvalue problem with central potentials. A more detailed 
account can be found in the available literature 35-38. 
Without loss of generality, the desired radial Schrödinger equation can be written as 
(in atomic units unless otherwise states) 
,   )()()(ˆ rrrH εφφ =      (1) 
where the Hamiltonian includes the usual kinetic and potential energy operators, 
,   )(  
2
1)(ˆ 2
2
rV
dr
drH +−=      (2) 
with 
    )(V
2
)1( 
2
1 )( c2
2 r
r
rrV +++= ll     (3) 
where V(r) in Eq. (3) includes the standard harmonic oscillator potential with the force 
constant k = 1 and an additional confining potential , . Our model of spherical 
confinement is shown in Fig. 1 which also defines the confining potential  given in 
Eq. (3). The calculations for the SCIHO confined inside an impenetrable boundary is 
carried out 
)(Vc r
)(Vc r
37 by setting the maximum radial distance , rmax ,  as Rc , the radius of spherical 
confinement .With reference to Fig. 1 , this corresponds to Ra =0 and Rb = Rc . The wave 
function at Rc thus satisfies the Dirichlet boundary condition )()0( cRψψ = =0 and the 
confined wave function )(rψ  is defined  over 0 ≤ r ≤ Rc=Ra . The usual finite-difference 
spatial discretization schemes often require a large number of grid points to achieve good 
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accuracy, because the majority of these methods employ a uniform mesh22. The GPS 
method, however, can give nonuniform and optimal spatial discretization accurately. This 
allows one to work with a denser mesh at shorter r regions and a coarser mesh at large r. 
Additionally the GPS method is computationally orders of magnitude faster than the finite-
difference schemes. One of the principal features of the GPS scheme is that a function f(x) 
defined in the interval x∈[-1, 1] can be approximated by the polynomial fN(x) of order N so 
that 
∑
=
=≅
N
j
jjN xgxfxfxf
0
,  )()()()(     (4) 
And the approximation is exact at the collocation point xj’ i.e., 
 .  )()( jjN xfxf =     (5) 
In this work, we employ the Legendre pseudospectral method using xo=-1, xN=1, where xj 
(j=1,…,N-1) are obtainable from the roots of the first derivative of the Legendre 
polynomial PN(x) with respect to x, i.e.,  
.   0)(' =jN xP      (6) 
The cardinal functions g(x) in Eq.(6) are given by the following expression: 
,  
)()1(
  
)()1(
1)(
'2
j
N
jN
j xx
xPx
xPNN
xg −
−
+−=      (7) 
Obeying the unique property gj(xj’)=δj”j. Now the semi-infinite domain r∈ [0, x] is mapped 
into the finite domain x∈[-1,1] by the transformation r=r(x). One can make use of the 
following algebraic nonlinear mapping: 
,  
1
1)( α+−
+==
x
xLxrr    (8) 
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where L and α=2L/rmax may be termed as the mapping parameters. Finally, the transformed 
Hamiltonian is solved by introducing the relation, 
)(  )('))(( xfxrxr =ψ     (9) 
along with the symmetrization procedure . 
The performance of the method has been tested earlier35-38 with respect to the variation of 
the mapping parameters with excellent numerical performance for a variety of unconfined 
(Rc= ∞) potentials. The FIHO eigenvalues show the well known “2n + ” degeneracy of 
the given N
l
th (=2n + ) energy level  with the equidistant eigenvalues defined by (2n + 
+3/2) 
l
l ωh . Accordingly , the observed level ordering is given in (n, ) notations , by : 
(0,0) , (0,1) , [ (1,0) , (0,2) ] ,[(1,1) , (0,3) ] , … with energy as 1.5 , 2.5 , 3.5 , 4.5 , … 
oscillator units (
l
ωh ) of  energy , respectively. We shall denote these levels as 1s , 1p , [ 2s , 
1d ] , [ 2p , 1f ] , [ 2d, 1g]  … etc.  We note here that the  level spacing between  the 
successive states having the same  values is given by 2l ωh  which includes the 2=∆l    
pairs  [ 2s , 1d ] , [ 3s , 2d ] , …; [ 2p , 1f ] , [ 3p , 2f ] ,…etc. We shall retun to this 
characteristic feature of the FIHO spectrum in section III (b). For all the calculations done 
in this work, a consistent set for the numerical parameters for the unconfined state 
(rmax=200, α=25, and N=300) has been used, which seem to be appropriate for the current 
problem. In addition to confinement condition )()0( cRψψ = =0 introduced above we have 
also considered the confinement within the concentric spheres 22 by identifying the semi-
infinite domain r∈ [0, x]  with r∈ [Ra, Rb] to correspond to the requirement that 
)()( ba RR ψψ = =0 .In this case ,  r is bounded according to Ra ≤ r ≤ Rb and the wave 
function is restricted inside the spherical shell as shown in Fig. 1 . We further note here that 
GPS method is equally suitable for the Neumann boundary condition where a finite (soft) 
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potential wall is employed and we shall report one set of such calculations on the SCIHO 
towards the end of  section III. 
III.Results and Conclusions  
We first report the results of the GPS calculations of energy levels of the SCIHO and the 
SCHA inside an impenetrable wall and compare them with the most accurate previous 
estimates .In Table 1 we have listed the results of our calculations on the SCIHO and 
compared them with very accurate estimates 29 reported recently. The two sets of results are  
found to be in excellent agreement .In Table 2 , we have similarly compared the results of 
our calculations of the energy levels of  the SCHA with the most accurate numerical data 
reported earlier 10 . Once again , the two sets of results agree almost exactly with each other 
.It is concluded from Table 1-2 that the GPS method is able to describe the energy levels of 
the spherically confined systems with remarkable accuracy, as found earlier also for the 
unconfined systems35-38 .The presently calculated energies are significantly more accurate 
than all the other hitherto reported results for a large number of n , ℓ , Rc values 
.Consequently, the scope of application of the GPS method is hereby extended to cover a 
large variety of the problems in chemical physics enumerated by Chu 35 from free to the 
confined systems with equal ease and accuracy . In the subsequent Tables 4-7 , we shall 
report the results only up to five digits following the decimal as they are appropriate 
enough to support the conclusions drawn . 
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(a) Incidental degeneracy 
We   present our results on the incidental degeneracy of the SCIHO . In Table 3 , we have 
listed the radial nodes  for up to n=3 , l =3 , wave functions of the free isotropic harmonic 
oscillator, all derived numerically from the reported spherical Hermite wave functions 39. 
The radial node in the first excited (1, l ) state of the   FIHO is given by {(2 +3)/2}l 1/2  a. u. 
with a scale factor given by 1/ (k 1/4 ) in a. u. We shall report the calculations based on the 
choice of k = 1 .Our calculations have been carried out using the Rc , the radius of 
impenetrable sphere as one of the nodal points given in Table 3. It is well known that the so 
called accidental degeneracy is broken under the spherical confinement   with the higher l  
values becoming lower in energy for a given n value .Under spherical confinement , the 
energy of the (0,0) state increases with decreasing Rc  . With Rc coinciding with the node 
corresponding to the unconfined (1,0) state with energy  3.5 ωh  , the  energy of the 
confined (0,0) state also attains the same value  .This is due to the fact that, apart from 
normalization , the unconfined (1,0) state truncated at the node, is  a solution of the (0,0) 
state confined at the specified node given by Rc = (3/2)1/2. In Table 4 , we show numerically 
how  the energy of the SCIHO state given by )0,n( =l   can be made to coincide with that 
corresponding to any other  higher    unconfined state   with  energy by 
suitably choosing R
)0,* ln( = nn* >
c at the radial nodes of the unconfined state .For example , we define 
three SCIHO states by choosing Rc as 0.816288 (Rc1) , 1.673552 (Rc2) and 2.651961 (Rc3) 
a.u.  , which define three consecutive nodes of the unconfined (3,0) state with n*=3 .They 
are denoted as  the  (0,0)  (1,0) , and (2,0) states confined at Rc1 , Rc2 , and Rc3 , respectively 
. All of these confined states correspond to the energy  equal to 7.5 ωh  which coincides 
with the energy of the state  (3,0) of the FIHO . In Fig. 2 , this particular example has been 
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displayed schematically on the left hand side with the confined states denoted by  1sc , 2sc 
and 3sc , respectively. Similarly, on the right hand side in Fig. 2, another set of three 
confined states , all with the common final radius given by Rb  = ∞ , but different Ra  values 
defined by the three successive radial nodes are shown . The set of six SCIHO states in 
Fig.2 individually correspond to the same energy 7.5 ωh  i.e. the energy of the 4s state of 
the FIHO. We have also verified that the similar incidental degeneracy generally holds 
good for = 1-3 .As a representative example, in Table 5 , we have listed the SCIHO states 
corresponding to = 3 showing the occurrence of incidental degeneracy. For the excited 
states in particular where the approximate variational and/or perturbation methods are 
employed, the incidental degeneracy condition can be used as a criterion for evaluating the 
quality of approximate wave functions. It is significant to note that the locations of the 
nodes in the unconfined state scale as 1/(k
l
l
1/4 ) , k being the force constant .Consequently , 
the scale of the radius of confinement showing incidental degeneracy could be made to vary 
from the nuclear radii to the sizes of large clusters of atoms and molecules and the GPS 
method can be employed at the corresponding force constant . 
(b) Confined isotropic harmonic oscillator states with 2=∆l   
 In this section , the behavior of the SCIHO under the confinement conditions specified for 
the simultaneous degeneracy of the SCHA system will be discussed .In particular , the pairs 
of the SCIHO states with  which are both confined at the same R2=∆l c = {(2 +3)/2}l 1/2  
a. u. will be studied. We begin by noting that the simultaneous degeneracy condition for the 
SCIHO states is already met under the unconfined condition represented by the FIHO 
defined by the boundary conditions [ )()( ci RR ψψ = =0; =0 , =∞ ] . It is therefore of 
interest to examine if at any other finite radius of confinement there exists a level ordering 
iR cR
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for the pair states defined by  of the SCIHO which is , in particular ,characterized by 
the oscillator energy unit(s) of 
2=∆l
ωh  . In Table 6 , we have collected the results of our 
calculations corresponding to the two different sets comprising of the pairs of SCIHO states 
defined by  which are degenerate under the unconfined condition at the N2=∆l th level : 
(a) [(1,0) , (0,2) ]N=2 , [(2,0) , (1,2) ]N=4   , and (b)  [(1,5) , (0,7) ]N=7 , [(2,5) , (1,7) ]N=9  , 
where   Rc has been chosen as  {(2 +3)/2}l 1/2  with l=0 , 5  , respectively. While only the 
representative two sets corresponding to the (s, d) and (h, j) pairs are compiled in Table 6 ,  
our calculations show that all sets of such 2=∆l  pairs : [ (2s , 1d) , (3s,2d) , … ] ; [ (2p,1f) 
, (3p,2f) , .. ] ; [ (2d, 1g) , (3d,2g)…] ; … at their respective given radius of confinement 
display a uniform energy separation of 2 ωh  .  
In Fig. 3 , we have displayed ∆E = E(n,d) – E(n+1,s) corresponding to the pairs (2s,1d) and 
(10s,9d) , respectively , for the SCIHO at different Rc values. At Rc = 1.2247448 a.u. , i.e. 
the only node in the 2s state of the FIHO , the two pairs correspond to ∆E= 2 ωh . This 
makes an interesting comparison of the SCIHO with the corresponding SCHA (-1/r vs r2  , 
confined potential with impenetrable walls). As discussed earlier one obtains20-22 the 
simultaneous degeneracy condition for the SCHA where the pair of states (2s,3d) , (3s,4d) 
... in the unconfined condition (FHA) are originally separated according to energy defined 
by -1/2n2 a. u. Interestingly, while the pair of states of the FIHO given by [(n+1 , ) ; (n, 
+2)] ,   n = 1,2,… ,are originally degenerate, the confined states at the chosen radius of 
confinement produce an entire set of oscillator state pairs uniformly separated by 2
l
l
ωh .As 
noted at the end of section II above, the quantity 2 ωh  is the hallmark of the FIHO 
spectrum which defines the equidistant ∆E corresponding to the successive levels of a 
given  value .It has been conjectured that the simultaneous degeneracy in the SCHA is l
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due to some hidden symmetry. The numerical results in Table 6 indicate the presence of a 
different kind of hidden symmetry in the SCIHO problem which generates the simultaneous 
degeneracy at =∞ while displaying the ∆E =2cR ωh  condition stated above at Rc = 
{(2 +3)/2}l 1/2 a. u.  i.e. the radial node of the first excited (1, ) of the unconfined isotropic 
harmonic oscillator. This calls for an independent special analysis based on the group 
algebraic methods. We refer to the special confinement effect observed at R
l
c = 
{(2 +3)/2}l 1/2 as the simultaneous frequency doubling effect. In Fig. 4 , we have plotted the 
confined 10s and 9d density at Rc = 1.224788 a.u. The compact distribution in case of 9d 
state represents  the energy lowering relative to the 10s state. In a large number of cases 
pertaining to the confinement studies involving the anharmonic potentials , the harmonic 
oscillator states are  employed as the zeroth order approximation in a perturbation 
expansion. The numerical results reported here have important bearings on such studies. A 
similar situation also holds good for the confined singular potentials including the multiple 
well potentials. In addition , as in the case of incidental degeneracy, the uniform energy 
separation  of 2 ωh  for the confined states defined by 2=∆l  can be used as benchmark for 
the evaluation of the approximate quantum mechanical models dealing with confined 
oscillator potentials in general . 
In the light of above results, it is interesting to examine the Davidson oscillator defined by 
the potential 40   
                                   22
2
22
)1( 
2
1 )(
rr
rrV λ+++= ll                                                  [10]  
which has been found useful in describing the rotational-vibrational states of  diatomic 
molecules41-42. Further, a five dimensional version of Davidson oscillator has been 
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considered as a model for nuclear rotations and vibrations42 .For the three dimensional 
isotropic Davidson oscillator  , the energy levels are exactly given by  
                                ωλ hll ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ++++= 2/12 })
2
1{(12E nn                                    [11]     
The substitution of  by its enhanced effective value l 2/12 })
2
1{(
2
1 λ+++= ll eff  in 
{(2 +3)/2}l 1/2 represents the corresponding location of the nodes of the unconfined 
Davidson oscillator states. The (2s,1d ) degeneracy observed for the free isotropic harmonic 
oscillator is already lifted in the case of the unconfined Davidson oscillator with the 1d 
level becoming relatively more stable. Indeed , a generalization of the isotropic harmonic 
oscillator potential  given by Br2 + A/r2 , with A and B as constants , expressed as the 
Gol’dman and Krivchenkov Hamiltonian has been recently used to represent the 
unperturbed part of  a class of anharmonic singular potentials43 .The existence of exact 
solutions corresponding to the unconfined D-dimensional Gol’dman and Krivchenkov 
Hamiltonian suggests that the spherically confined calculations of energy derived from 
such potentials with special attention on the inter-dimensional degeneracy44 would make an 
interesting study. Similarly, employing the  in each case it is possible to extend the 
present study on the degeneracy characteristics to the Davidson oscillator. It is interesting 
to note that both the terms A and B (through   ) now determine the locations of nodes in 
the free Davidson oscillator. In Table 7, we have presented the result of our numerical test 
of the incidental degeneracy for the =0 ground state of the Davidson oscillator with 
effl
effl
l λ =1. 
The first 10 levels of the unconfined oscillator are displayed under column 1. For =0 , the 
R
l
c is calculated as {(2 +3)/2}effl 1/2  which is noted under column 3 .Owing to the extra 
repulsive term in the Davidson potential , the occurrence of the node at 1.45535 a.u. is 
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found to be larger than that of the free isotropic harmonic oscillator at 1.22474 a.u. .As 
shown in Table 7, the incidental degeneracy is confirmed by finding the energy of the 
confined state (entered as the first entry under column 4) becoming equal to the unconfined 
Davidson oscillator of the first excited level (1,0) . There is another notable feature 
observed for the pair of states defined by 2=∆l  .As shown in last three columns, the 
difference of ∆E , between the successive pairs of  2=∆l  states is found to decrease rather 
slowly as the number of energy level increases. We have found this to be valid for 2=∆l  
states of the Davidson oscillator, in general.  
 Finally, we conclude this report by demonstrating that the GPS method is also suitable for 
carrying out confined state calculations with finite potential barrier. The radial location of 
the wall can be conveniently chosen arbitrarily as one of the points on the variable ri grid, 
and a fixed potential Vc(Rc) defined over the entire range ri = Rc to rmax  can be incorporated 
in the calculations. In Table 8, we present the variation of  the 1s  ground state of the 
SCIHO corresponding to three different choices of  Rc  given by   1.22511 , 1.99975 and 
4.00052 a.u. , respectively. The first choice is closest in the chosen radial grid to the 
location of the first node in (1,0) state of the FIHO. The other two Rc values are chosen as 
nearest to 2 a.u. and 4 a.u. respectively .Four different penetrable (soft) potential barriers, 
Vc(Rc) , given by 100, 50, 10 and 5 a.u , respectively and located at each of the three Rc 
above have been considered .In Table 8 ,  the corresponding confined energy values at a 
given Rc  are denoted by  E' (Rc=1.22511),  E'' (Rc=1.99975), and E''' (Rc=4.00052), 
respectively. These results suggest that the energy levels of the SCIHO are very sensitive to 
the magnitude of the confining potential Vc(Rc) . We are presently carrying out a more  
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detailed calculations on this system including other polynomial model potentials as well as 
the ground and excited states of some light atoms using the GPS method. 
 
 
4. Summary 
In summary, using the generalized pseudospectral Legendre method , high precision 
numerical calculations of eigenvalues of the SCHA and the SCIHO with impenetrable 
boundaries (Dirichlet boundary condition) have been reported. When the radius of 
confinement is specifically chosen as the location of the radial nodes in the unconfined 
state, the energy of a set of the suitably confined SCIHO states can be made to coincide 
with that of  the unconfined state. This incidental degeneracy condition is shown to be 
fulfilled in general. As the energy values corresponding to the FIHO potential are exactly 
known, the incidental degeneracy condition can be used to test the accuracy of the 
approximate methods prescribed for the SCIHO system.  The pairs of confined states 
defined by [(n+1, ) ; (n, +2)] ,   n = 1,2, …  and with the radius of confinement Rl l c = 
{(2 +3)/2}l 1/2 a.u. are found to display , for all n , a constant separation of energy exactly 
given by 2 ωh  i.e. twice the oscillator frequency. This is in interesting contrast with the 
similarly confined hydrogen atom problem20-22 where the unconfined (Rc = ∞) pairs of 
states [(n , ) ; (n+1, +2)] ,   n = 2,3…  with different energy values  , assume degeneracy 
, for all n , at R
l l
c = ( +1) ( l +2) a.u. .The simultaneous frequency doubling effect obtained 
under the spherical confinement is the central result obtained in this work and it has 
implications in several related oscillator potentials
l
45-46. This condition can also be used as 
benchmark for the approximate analytic methods proposed to study the SCIHO states. The 
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specific case of Davidson oscillator has been similarly discussed . The GPS method has 
been extended to the confined isotropic harmonic oscillator satisfying the Neumann 
boundary condition with finite potential barrier. It appears that both the SCHA and SCIHO 
models display interesting energy degeneracy effects which arise from the specific choice 
of the radius of confinement as the locations of the radial nodes in the FHA and FIHO , 
respectively.  
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Figure Captions : 
Fig. 1 :The schematic representation of the spherically confined model defined by the inner 
radius Ra and the outer radius Rb .The spherical boundaries correspond to the 
impenetrable walls located at the radial nodes of  the chosen free (unconfined ) 
isotropic harmonic oscillator states given in Table  1 . 
Fig 2:The plot of  free isotropic harmonic oscillator radial density distribution  function 4π 
r 2 [R4s (r)]2   vs  r . The three radial nodes are shown . The three confined states depicted on 
the left  hand side define the confined isotropic harmonic oscillator states 1sc  , 2sc , 3sc  
which are obtained with  common Ra =0 but different  Rb (=Rc ) , respectively , chosen as 
the first , second and third radial node . The other three confined states shown on the left 
side are obtained with    Ra (=Rc ) , respectively , chosen at the first , second and third radial 
node and common Rb =∞.  All the six  confined states have energy equal to  the 4s state of 
the free isotropic harmonic oscillator which defines the incidental degeneracy condition. 
Fig. 3: The variation of energy difference ∆E=E(n, ℓ=2) – E(n+1, ℓ=0) as a function of 
confinement radius Rc corresponding to n=1 and n= 9 states of the isotropic harmonic 
oscillator. The curves cross at Rc = 1.224745 a.u. , i.e. at the radial node of 2s state of the 
unconfined oscillator corresponding to which the ∆E = 2 ωh  as marked by an arrow. 
Fig. 4:The spherically confined 10s and 9d isotropic harmonic oscillator states at Rc= 
1.224745 ,i.e. the radial node of  unconfined 2s state. The ∆E = 2 ωh  for the two confined 
states. 
                            
 
Table 1: A comparison of presently calculated energy of the confined 
isotropic harmonic oscillator with the previous most accurate calculations 
due to Aquino [ 29] .All values are in  harmonic oscillator unit. 
State(n,ℓ) 
 Rc (a.u 
                               Energy 
    
    Present  Aquino [Ref. 29] 
    
(0,0) 1s 1 5.07558201560823 5.0755820152 
 2 1.76481643889110 1.7648164387 
 3 1.50608152728364 1.5060815272 
 4 1.50001460297369 1.5000146030 
 50 1.50000000000005 1.5000000000 
    
(0,1) 1p 1 10.28225693949930 10.2822569390 
 2 3.24694709888081 3.2469470987 
 3 2.53129246671505 2.5312924666 
 4 2.50014377821833 2.5001437781 
 50 2.49999999999971 2.5000000000 
    
(0,2) 1d 1 16.82777710958170 16.8277771098 
 2 5.01004086564171 5.0100408656 
 3 3.59824769903889 3.5982476989 
 4 3.50084207393092 3.5008420738 
 50 3.49999999999971 3.5000000000 
    
(1,0) 2s 1 19.89969650042440 19.8996965018 
 2 5.58463907868235 5.5846390790 
 3 3.66421964490928 3.6642196450 
 4 3.50169153858314 3.5016915385 
 50 3.49999999999937 3.5000000000 
    
(1,1) 2p 1 30.01348759147360 30.0134875924 
 2 8.15952888155243 8.1595288816 
 3 4.91389769057150 4.9138976907 
 4 4.50833043076121 4.5083304308 
 50 4.49999999999892 4.5000000000 
    
(2,0) 3s 1 44.57717122947240 44.5771712285 
 2 11.76498212258770 11.7649821223 
 3 6.47333661637549 6.4733366162 
 4 5.53942179704881 5.5394217970 
 50 5.49999999999869 5.5000000000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2: A comparison of energy values of confined H atom  
Calculated using the GPS method with the most accurate previous  
calculation of ref. [10] . 
                            Energy 
Level 
  
ℓ state Rc           Present 
                  Ref. 
[10] 
1 0 1s 1  2.373990866450 2.373990866
2  2s 1  16.570256092140 16.570256093
5  5s 1  119.327062496839 119.327062496
1  1s 2  -0.124999999938 -0.125000000
2  2s 2  3.327509156175 3.327509156
5  5s 2  28.813505720908 28.813505721
1  1s 20  -0.500000000003 -0.500000000
2  2s 20  -0.124987114308 -0.124987114
5  5s 20  0.112877739399 0.112877739
1 1 2p 1  8.223138316542 8.223138316
4  5p 1  95.991853334817 95.991853335
5  6p 1  145.143445992318 145.143445993
1  2p 2  1.576018785710 1.576018786
4  5p 2  23.259082803917 23.259082804
5  6p 2  35.498705803768 35.498705804
1  2p 20  -0.124994606647 -0.124994607
4  5p 20  0.095169727184 0.095169727
5  6p 20  0.209413062653 0.209413063
Table 3:The numerically estimates of radial nodes (in a.u.)  
calculated from the  spherical Hermite polynomials describing  
the wave functions of the  free (Rc= ∞ ) isotropic harmonic   
oscillator up to n = 3 and l =3 .The first node for (1, ) state is  l
given by {(2 +3)/2}l 1/2    a.u. when V(r)= r2 / 2.                                                                           
 
    (n,ℓ)  Rnode(1)  Rnode(2)  Rnode(3) 
       
(1,0)  [2s]  1.224745     
(1,1)  [2p]  1.581139     
(1,2)  [2d]  1.870829     
(1,3)  [2f]  2.121320     
(2,0)  [3s]  0.958572  2.020183   
(2,1)  [3p]  1.276390  2.317505   
(2,2)  [3d]  1.542296  2.573192   
(2,3)  [3f]  1.776173  2.800929   
(3,0)  [4s]  0.816288  1.673552  2.651961 
(3,1)  [4p]  1.104718  1.951635  2.910450 
(3,2)  [4d]  1.350859  2.194025  3.140292 
(3,3)  [4f]  1.570165  2.411845  3.349267 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4: Incidental degeneracy (* ) of the =0 states of the spherically  l
confined isotropic harmonic oscillator in the first four levels (n=1-4). 
The energy under confinement equals that of the unconfined state 
shown under column 5 .The initial and final values of the confining  
boundaries are given as Ra and Rb (Fig. 1) in a. u .Energy values are  
given in harmonic oscillator  units with V(r) = r2/2  a.u.       
       
       
Confined 
(n,ℓ) 
         Ra 
  
        Rb 
 
Unconfined 
(n,ℓ) 
      E 
 
      
(0,0) 0  200  1.5
(1,0) 0  200  3.5
(2,0) 0  200  5.5
(3,0) 0  200  7.5
      
(0,0) 0  1.22474 (1,0) 3.50000*
(1,0) 0  1.22474  13.40049
(2,0) 0  1.22474  29.85493
(3,0) 0  1.22474  52.88573
      
(0,0) 1.22474  200 (1,0) 3.50000*
(1,0) 1.22474  200  6.192747
(2,0) 1.22474  200  8.70989
(3,0) 1.22474  200  11.14072
      
(0,0) 0  0.95857 (2,0) 5.50000*
(1,0) 0  0.95857  21.62972
(2,0) 0  0.95857  48.48575
(3,0) 0  0.95857  86.08084
      
(0,0) 0  2.02018  1.7497
(1,0) 0  2.02018 (2,0) 5.50000*
(2,0) 0  2.02018  11.55791
(3,0) 0  2.02018  20.02472
      
(0,0) 0.95857  200  2.95671
(1,0) 0.95857  200 (2,0) 5.50000*
(2,0) 0.95857  200  7.90539
(3,0) 0.95857  200  10.24301
      
(0,0) 2.02018  200 (2,0) 5.50000*
(1,0) 2.02018  200  8.63097
(2,0) 2.02018  200  11.47792
(3,0) 2.02018  200  14.18472
      
(0,0) 0  0.81629 (3,0) 7.50000*
(1,0) 0  0.81629  29.73084
(2,0) 0  0.81629  66.76311
(3,0) 0  0.81629  118.6058
      
(0,0) 0  1.67355  2.145774
(1,0) 0  1.67355 (3,0) 7.50000*
(2,0) 0  1.67355  16.31855
(3,0) 0  1.67355  28.65478
      
(0,0) 0  2.65196  1.52851
(1,0) 0  2.65196  3.96289
(2,0) 0  2.65196 (3,0) 7.50000*
(3,0) 0  2.65196  12.4094
      
(0,0) 0.81629  200  2.69161
(1,0) 0.81629  200  5.15456
(2,0) 0.81629  200 (3,0) 7.50000*
(3,0) 0.81629  200  9.78765
      
(0,0) 1.67355  200  4.558302
(1,0) 1.67355  200 (3,0) 7.50000*
(2,0) 1.67355  200  10.20407
(3,0) 1.67355  200  12.79114
      
(0,0) 2.65196  200 (3,0) 7.50000*
(1,0) 2.65196  200  10.96875
(2,0) 2.65196  200  14.07236
(3,0) 2.65196  200  16.99494
      
 
Table 5.Incidental degeneracy (* ) of the =3 states of the spherically  l
confined isotropic harmonic oscillator in the first four levels (n=1-4). 
The energy under confinement equals that of the unconfined state 
shown under column 5 .The initial and final values of the confining  
boundaries are given as Ra and Rb (Fig. 1) in a. u .Energy values are  
given in harmonic oscillator  units with V(r) = r2/2  a.u.  
Confined 
 (n,ℓ) 
        Ra 
  
        Rb 
 
Unconfined 
 (n,ℓ) 
        E 
 
  
(0,3) 0  200  4.5
(1,3) 0  200  6.5
(2,3) 0  200  8.5
(3,3) 0  200  10.5
      
(0,3) 0  2.12132   (1,3) 6.5*
(1,3) 0  2.12132  12.96371
(2,3) 0  2.12132  21.69090
(3,3) 0  2.12132  32.63444
      
(0,3) 2.12132  200   (1,3) 6.5*
(1,3) 2.12132  200  9.52558
(2,3) 2.12132  200  12.33182
(3,3) 2.12132  200  15.02062
      
(0,3) 0  1.77617   (2,3) 8.50000*
(1,3) 0  1.77617  17.83374
(2,3) 0  1.77617  30.32795
(3,3) 0  1.77617  45.96060
      
(0,3) 0  2.80093  4.90736
(1,3) 0  2.80093   (2,3) 8.50000*
(2,3) 0  2.80093  13.43698
(3,3) 0  2.80093  19.67649
      
(0,3) 1.77617  200  5.71300
(1,3) 1.77617  200   (2,3) 8.50000*
(2,3) 1.77617  200  11.14011
(3,3) 1.77617  200  13.69521
      
(0,3) 2.80093  200   (2,3) 8.50000*
(1,3) 2.80093  200  11.95128
(2,3) 2.80093  200  15.06296
 
Table 6: Constant splitting ∆E= 2 ωh  ,of the pairs of  isotropic harmonic oscillator 
confined at the radius Ra = 0 and Rb  = {(2 +3)/2}l 1/2  a.u.The first set of pairs under 
columns 5 and 6 correspond to the [(2s,1d) , (3s,2d) ..] or [{(1,0) , (0,2)}, {(2,0) , (1,2)}..] 
pairs and those given in the last two columns correspond to the [ (2h,1j) , (3h,2j)..] or 
[{(1,5) , (0,7)}, {(2,5) , (1,7)}..]  pairs. In each case the energy difference is exactly two 
oscillator units. In the free state all pairs correspond to degenerate energy . 
n ℓ Ra Rb E(n+1,ℓ)  E(n,ℓ+2) ℓ  Rb  E(n+1,ℓ)  E(n,ℓ+2) 
              
0  0 0  1.22474 11.40049  13.40049  5  2.54951  12.38991  14.38991 
1  0 0  1.22474 27.85493  29.85493  5  2.54951  19.89793  21.89793 
2  0 0  1.22474 50.88573  52.88573  5  2.54951  28.96223  30.96223 
3  0 0  1.22474 80.49532  82.49532  5  2.54951  39.56283  41.56283 
4  0 0  1.22474 116.6843  118.6843  5  2.54951  51.69147  53.69147 
5  0 0  1.22474 159.4528  161.4528  5  2.54951  65.34419  67.34419 
6  0 0  1.22474 208.8010  210.8010  5  2.54951  80.51888  82.51888 
7  0 0  1.22474 264.7289  266.7289  5  2.54951  97.21433  99.21433 
8  0 0  1.22474 327.2365  329.2365  5  2.54951  115.4298  117.4298 
9  0 0  1.22474 396.3238  398.3238  5  2.54951  135.1648  137.1648 
39  0 0  1.22474 5528.518  5530.518  5  2.54951  1433.375  1435.375 
79  0 0  1.22474 21583.07  21585.07  5  2.54951  5290.111  5292.111 
99  0 0  1.22474 33558.19  33560.19  5  2.54951  8129.520  8131.520 
 
 
 
 Table 7 : Incidental degeneracy of the Davidson oscillator and the ordering of   [(1,0), 
(0,2) ] like first nine pairs under spherical confinement at Rc , corresponding to the node 
of free (1,0) state. At this radius , the confined (0,0) level corresponds to the energy of the 
free (1,0) level shown by asterisk (*). The last column gives the difference of energy of 
the successive pairs which is found to decrease slowly with increasing principal quantum 
number ,n  . 
(n,ℓ)  EFree [ℓ=0]  Rc  E(Rc)[ℓ=0] (n,ℓ') E(Rc)[ℓ'=2]  ∆E( ℓ-ℓ' )  ∆∆E 
            
 2.118034  1.45535  4.118034*        
(1,0)  4.118034  1.45535  12.54406  (0,2) 8.9773544  3.566702   
(2,0)  6.118034  1.45535  25.63112  (1,2) 21.053799  4.577321  1.010619
(3,0)  8.118034  1.45535  43.37929  (2,2) 37.804514  5.574771  0.997450
(4,0)  10.118034  1.45535  65.78776  (3,2) 59.218965  6.568799  0.994028
(5,0)  12.118034  1.45535  92.85627  (4,2) 85.294735  7.561537  0.992738
(6,0)  14.118034  1.45535  124.5847  (5,2) 116.03101  8.553680  0.992143
(7,0)  16.118034  1.45535  160.9730  (6,2) 151.42747  9.545509  0.991829
(8,0)  18.118034  1.45535  202.0211  (7,2) 191.48394  10.53716  0.991649
(9,0)  20.118034  1.45535  247.7290  (8,2) 236.20035  11.52869  0.991537
 
 Table 8:Spherically confined harmonic oscillator with penetrable 
  potential barrier V(Rc) , located at Rc .  E' ,  E'' , and E'''  
  correspond to the locations 1.22511 , 1.99975 and 4.00052 a.u. , 
  respectively. The first five ℓ=0 states are shown corresponding to  
  each  potential barrier. All values are given in a.u.                              
           n    V(Rc)       E’         E’’        E’’’ 
                                                                     
0  100  3.231296  1.72558  1.50001
1  100  12.24971  5.36078  3.50126
2  100  27.15094  11.20873  5.53153
3  100  47.79611  19.36623  7.75104
4  100  73.75508  29.82322  10.42447
0    50  3.10622  1.70612  1.50001
1    50  11.68400  5.24428  3.50103
2    50  25.67700  10.90704  5.52694
3    50  44.19430  18.77119  7.72434
4    50  50.01406  28.76725  10.35244
0    50  2.63346  1.63055  1.50001
1    10  8.97151  4.72514  3.50014
2    10  10.01446  9.18980  5.50443
3    10  10.05777  10.00052  7.54548
4    10  10.12977  10.00207  9.6295
0      5  2.31685  1.57677  1.499997
1      5  5.01364  4.20321  3.49936
2      5  5.05452  5.00052  5.00053
3      5  5.12253  5.00207  5.00212
4      5  5.21749  5.00464  5.00476
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